
Discover the Power of SteelEye's Advanced Solution,

Trusted by Financial Institutions Across the Globe
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Data-driven approach with

comprehensive insights empower clients

to focus on what really matters, all within

a single user interface.

Integrated data model provides

unparalleled capabilities for combining

trades, orders, comms, news, and

market data under a single lens.

Advanced algorithms and AI-driven alerts

provide proactive detection of market

manipulation and compliance breaches,

while also identifying other non-financial

risks that may not be on your radar.

Industry-leading security framework

and support model guarantee client

satisfaction and success, offering

robust protection and a personalized

experience at all times.

About SteelEye

INTRODUCTION

SteelEye is the industry’s pioneering integrated trade and communications

surveillance platform, trusted by financial firms across the globe.



SOLUTION
OVERVIEW
With its intuitive and modern platform, SteelEye provides an
efficient and intelligent way to archive and monitor
communications and manage alert queues. 

The solution stores, monitors, and analyses communications data from any
channel and provides advanced algorithms that identify misconduct, collusion,
market manipulation, non-financial risk, and data governance breaches. All
business communications can be archived according to regulatory retention
period. 

The platform also integrates AI and other leading technologies to reduce false
positives and simplify the alert review workflow. 



KEY FEATURES

Comprehensive Channel Coverage

Advanced Technology 

Intuitive User Interface

Customizable and Precise Alert Management



SteelEye’s fully integrated communications coverage

streamlines the surveillance process and eliminates the

need for multiple, disparate compliance systems.

COMPREHENSIVE CHANNEL
COVERAGE

Covering All Comms 
SteelEye supports any communication channel including
voice, chat, email, meetings, and social messaging.

eComms and vComms

SteelEye provides integrated monitoring of all written and

spoken communication.

Integrated Communications and Trade Surveillance

Integrate your communications with your trade and order data

for reconstruction or supervision.



EmailWhatsApp EmailBloomberg chatVoice call

Order Fill



Best of Both Worlds

Experience the best of both worlds with our contextually aware

Lexica+ approach with 25,000 triggers per language combined

with AI false positive reduction and independent AI detection. 

Languages

SteelEye provides language detection, transcription, translation,

and surveillance in 40+ languages, including risk detection for

language switching across written and spoken communications.

Comprehensive Risk Detection
Don’t limit your monitoring to just financial risk. SteelEye gives
you the ability to monitor for financial, non-financial, data
leakage, and data governance risk. 

Compliance CoPilot
Our AI-assistant reduces the communication surveillance alert
review process by 75% through intelligent alert scoring, triaging,
and workflow automation. 

REDUCTION IN TIME 
TO REVIEW AN ALERT

75%

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY 
SteelEye's advanced communications surveillance solution 

integrates cutting-edge technologies to streamline the 

surveillance workflow and process.





INTUITIVE USER
INTERFACE

Accelerated Workflow

SteelEye enhances user productivity by streamlining

surveillance tasks and making it easy to navigate the platform.

SteelEye's intuitive interface allows for quick and

efficient management of the communications

surveillance workflow, reducing user frustration and

enhancing productivity.

Modern and Intuitive Design

SteelEye facilitates efficient navigation, rule generation, and

alert resolution, with in-built alert scoring and triaging. 

Designed for Compliance 

Built with our clients, for our clients, SteelEye delivers

tailored solutions that meet compliance-specific needs.

“Market Abuse” - 2 alerts resolved in this session, 150 alerts outstanding



This Chat was detected
because:It contains the (       English) term “rumour has it”

It contains the (       English) term “about to announce”

This Chat was detected
because:

This Chat was detected on 9 Jan 2024, 12:00 by the
watch “Inside Information”:



SteelEye's highly configurable alert management toolkit, powered by a

comprehensive lexicon and AI detection, ensures precise and accurate

alerting. This reduces false positives and allows compliance officers to

focus on genuine threats.

Full Audit Trail
SteelEye’s fully audited case manager allows compliance
users to effectively track and monitor work queues, while
knowing that each change is recorded and audited.

Grammatical Exclusions
With SteelEye, you can build rules that distinguish between
different contexts in which the same or similar words are used
to more accurately alert on risk and reduce false positives. 

Highly Configurable

SteelEye embeds the ability to easily tailor alerting criteria to

meet specific needs.

CUSTOMIZABLE AND PRECISE
ALERT MANAGEMENT





Data Accessibility

SteelEye's commitment to free and seamless data exports

and reporting underscores our belief in our clients having full

control and ownership over their data. Clients can export their

data anytime without additional costs, and can leverage their

data without constraints. SteelEye has a range of built in

reporting tools that enable clients to fully utilize their data.

WHY FIRMS 
SELECT STEELEYE



Flexible & Secure

Deployment Options

SteelEye offers cloud-agnostic

deployment options, offering support for

both public or private cloud

deployments. This provides you with the

freedom to select the environment that

aligns best with your needs. SteelEye's

cloud platform also fully complies with

cloud compliance standards. 

Data Governance & Security

SteelEye's data controls and governance

framework is designed to ensure the

integrity and completeness of data. The

platform provides a comprehensive audit

of data receipt and processing, with

proactive data governance alerts. This,

combined with our detailed security

framework, giving you full confidence in

your compliance. The platform is both

ISO 27001 and SOC 2 compliant. 

Collaborative Partnership

SteelEye provides round-the-clock

support with access to a diverse team of

experts across various domains,

ensuring quick resolutions and strong

service level agreements (SLAs).

SteelEye also understands that your

requirements may be bespoke and pride

ourselves on our agility and

collaborative approach when it comes to

meeting your specific needs. 



Feature SteelEye Other Platforms

Interface Intuitive, modern, efficient Often laggy, slow, difficult to use, no shortcuts

Alert Management Customizable, AI-driven, precise Limited configurability, static lexicons, imprecise

Channel Coverage Fully integrated, comprehensive Often fragmented, patchwork systems

Deployment Options Cloud agnostic, scalable, secure Sometimes clunky on-premise and non-cloud compliant

Support Responsive support with quick resolutions Restricted SLAs, slow resolutions, limited contacts

Data Governance and Control
Full audit of data receipt and processing, with

proactive data governance alerts
Limited audit trail, data controls, governance alerts

Data Exports Free, accessible anytime Often expensive and difficult to extract and report on

Compliance CoPilot AI-driven assistant, 75% quicker alert resolution N/A

VENDOR COMPARISON



SteelEye combines the robust capabilities and scalable infrastructure of a global leader with the
personalized attention of a smaller firm. SteelEye is equipped to tackle any project with confidence and
precision while providing clients with world-class customer service.

We Care. We Deliver.

Forget about waiting for days to get a response. With SteelEye, You get a dedicated account manager who is
always available to address your queries and concerns promptly. 

Dedicated Account Manager

SteelEye’s commitment to exceptional service extends beyond just an account manager. When you
chooses SteelEye, you gain access to a diverse team of engineers, product managers, and support staff
who are ready to help you achieve your goals. 

Access to a Team of Experts

Every client is unique. That is why SteelEye works closely with its clients to understand their specific
needs and tailors the solutions accordingly. Whether you require technical assistance or strategic
guidance, the SteelEye team always there to provide support.

Tailored Solutions

STEELEYE HIGHLIGHTS



When Fidelity needed a new trade surveillance tool, we
partnered with SteelEye as, coupled with their communications
modules, we would be able to access a single holistic view of
the investment decision making lifecycle and execution in the
markets. This was previously only achievable through multiple
systems that didn't talk to each other and would have to be
viewed over multiple screens. 
                .

DON’T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT

SteelEye helps Fidelity connect 

What our clients say

the dots



We selected SteelEye because of the
quality of their technology, the regulatory
expertise demonstrated by their team and
their willingness to support our
implementation timelines.

Rather than approaching compliance obligations from the perspective of
the individual regulations, SteelEye focuses on data and technology first.
This gave us comfort that they would meet all of our needs.

We were looking for a vendor that would enable us to proactively manage
our regulatory obligations. We also wanted a solution that would allow us to
respond to regulatory change quicker. SteelEye was the perfect fit.

With SteelEye, we can meet multiple regulatory requirements within one
platform, utilising the same data set, and get enhanced insight into our
operations.

We took the decision early on to automate as much of our compliance set
up as possible. SteelEye enables us to do this, reducing the complexity of
what can otherwise be an arduous and painful process.

At Kyte Broking, we are committed to delivering exceptional service to our
clients while upholding the highest standards of compliance. SteelEye
has improved the efficiency of our communication compliance processes.

highest standards of compliance

We were looking for a solution that would allow us to meet our regulatory
requirements and consolidate our ever-growing number of supported
platforms, communication channels and trade and order systems.
SteelEye provided that solution.

quality of their technology

SteelEye focuses on data and technology first

consolidate our ever-growing
platforms, communication channels and trade and order systems



Turn Supervision
into Super Vision
With our innovative features and robust functionality,

SteelEye enables organizations to meet their

surveillance obligations effectively while streamlining

compliance processes and enhancing operational

efficiency.

Super Vision

tel:+44%20203%20176%208301
tel:+1%20516-777-9931

